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the best strobosoft tuner. i use the clip-on version
with my fender thinline. i recommend the peterson
strobosoft tuner. it's the best around, and works with
many different instruments. this tuner is made for
studio work, and is very small and light. i tried other
companies' tuners, but i couldn't get them to work
with my guitar, and this tuner does. it's only about
$20, but i'd buy it again. i use it in the studio with my
fender jazzmaster, and also in the house with my
friends basses. it's a great tuner, and pretty easy to
use. the clip-on version is a bit bulky and heavy, but
you don't need to carry it with you everywhere. it's a..
all peterson strobe tuners are designed with the
musician in mind, in a simple and elegant way. the
entire unit is about the size of a large paperback
book, weighing only 5 grams, so that it is ideal to use
with a lightweight instrument. you can use the
instrument with one hand, and can easily carry the
tuner with you to the stage, or studio. in addition to
the standard display, the unit can be used as a tuner,
a tuner selector, or a tuner selector with built in p-
strobe. the tuner is designed to be used on a variety
of instruments, including electric bass, electric guitar,
guitar, violin, saxophone, cello, flute, clarinet, and
piano. it is also ideal for use with harpsichords, organ,
and keyboards. peterson awesomeness in a clip-on
(pricier): petersontuners.com stroboclip hd peterson
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strobe tuners the peterson stroboclip hd (sc-hd) has
the same tenth-of-a-cent accuracy as all peterson
strobe tuners. this versatile tuner comes complete
with a bright high-definition screen, over 50
sweetened tunings, alternate temperaments for a
vast array of instruments, a built-in mute and external
input/output. learn more about the stroboclip hd here.
learn more about the stroboplus hd here.
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